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Perception-Enabled Control - toward a bio-
inspired understanding of machine autonomy

Talk Outline

1. What is perception-enabled control and why is it 
different? 
2. Control in the natural world is perception enabled - 
how perceptions differ from one species to the next. 
3. What are feature networks? 
4. Vision, optical flow, and tau and loom.
5. Other elements of animal perception. 
6. The interplay among vision, bio-sonar, and spatial 
memory. 
7. Perception is an emergent phenomenon.



Perception-Enabled Control — Text for 
today’s lecture

Perceptual Modalities Guiding Bat Flight in a 
Native Habitat 

Zhaodan Kong, Nathan Fuller, Shuai Wang, Kayhan 
Özcimder, Erin Gillam, Diane Theriault, Margrit Betke   
& John Baillieul 

http://www.nature.com/articles/srep27252

http://www.nature.com/articles/srep27252


The perceptual basis of motion control



Sensory information
•  Echolocation 

•  Binocular vision 

•  Optical flow 

•  Dead reckoning (spatial memory) 

•  Reacting to conspecifics 

•  Response to ambient airflow 

•  Inertial sensing

Myotis velifer



The feature networks of bats



Motion and position perceptual 
modalities



Why M. velifer?



Our experiment: M. velifer in their natural 
habitat were challenged with a novel 
obstacle.

Over seven days in the summer of 2013, observations of 
the emergence of M. velifer were made.

Day 1: Baseline observations were made—no unexpected 
obstacles. 
Day 2: A PVC pole, 30 meters in height placed in the flight 
path. 
Day 2-6: PVC pole in place. 
Day 7: PVC pole removed - returning the flight corridor to 
its original state.



Why M. velifer?



What we learn from bat pairs
M. velifer emerging from cave in small groups allow 
leader-follower pairs to be isolated in the FOV. 
• From 10,000 reconstructed bat trajectories 282 
leader-follower pairs were identified. 

• Data on how leader and follower reactions to an 
obstacle were recorded. 

• By analyzing call signaling and changes in heading, 
evidence of followers using visual feedback was 
obtained.



Why M. velifer?

Day 1



Why M. velifer?

Day 2



Why M. velifer?

Day 7



How the call rates change:

Day 1

Day 2

Day 4

(no pole)





What we learn from bat pairs



What we learn from bat pairs
Among approx. 10,000 recon-
structed bat trajectories we 
identified 282 leader-follower pairs.
Two bats constitute a leader-follower pair if:
• Both trajectories lie in the field-of-view of all cameras for 

longer than one second, 
• The time difference between when the leader and 

follower entered the field of view is less than half a 
second, 

• The spatial distance between the leader and follower 
was <1 meter when the follower entered the FOV, and 

• There was at least 3 meters separation between the 
leader-follower wait and the next closest bat.



Directional correlation delay time 



Evidence for the role of vision



Conclusions

• Some evidence that vision is an important for 
bat navigation. 

• Strong evidence that spatial memory plays a 
role. 

• In the field experiment, spatial memory 
develops over the course of several days — 
consistent with observations in Jim Simmons’ 
laboratory experiments.



A critical phenomenon is a distinguished operating state 
that appears suddenly as a parameter is varied.

In a network of atoms, magnetization is a critical 
phenomenon that occurs abruptly as either tem-
perature or ambient magnetic field strength increase.



Controlled motion through a simulated 
obstacle field

See also Frazzoli and Karaman.



Navigating based on visual cues —τ 

= time-to-transit



Outdoor optical flow



Visual cues for navigation



Thoughts on feature saliency

• Optical flow algorithms depend 
key point associations between 
video frames. 

• Key point associations between 
frames becomes difficult if the key 
point image moves a large 
amount between frames. 

• Key point images associated to 
nearby environmental features 
have high retinal velocity.



Thoughts on feature saliency



Motion primitives based on τ and d

• Fly between features 
• Fly in alignment with a row of features  
• Circle features



Motion primitives based on τ and d

• Fly between features 
• Fly in alignment with a row of features  
• Circle features

But, at high speed, features are 
ephemeral. . .



Motion primitives based on τ and d

• Fly between features 
• Fly in alignment with a row of features  
• Circle features



Experiments with vision-based navigation



Translating Optical Flow into a Steering 
Signal



Networked control with channel intermittency:

Contributions to this problem:
Zhang & Hristu, Automatica, 2006,  Yu and Andersson, 
CDC, 2013, JB and Kong, CDC, 2014 & arXiv.org

http://arXiv.org


Networked control with random channel intermittency:



Networked control with channel intermittency:



Networked control with channel intermittency:



Conclusions:

• Animals are in general social — they react to each 
other as they carry out life’s activities.  

• Animals typically rely on spatial and other situational 
memories. 

• Perception is a complex combination of cognition 
and sensing, and while each stream of sensory 
information plays an important role in bat navigation, 
it is the emergent effects of combining modalities 
that enables bats to fly through complex spaces.














